
Zodiac              water chlorinators
automatically sanitize your
pool so you can enjoy the
sweeter things in life.

salt

care of his pool
This man is taking

Zodiac LM2 Series Salt Water Chorinator



Have silky soft water and a sparkling, natural looking
swimming pool all the time - automatically!
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Features of the Zodiac Salt 
Water Chlorinator:

No more unhealthy high or low levels
of chlorine in your pool.

Water is sanitized automatically and continuously,
ensuring a constant level of chlorine in your pool,
even when you are away.

No more buying, handling or
storing chlorine.

A Zodiac Salt Water Chlorinator takes care of 
these chores, so you can spend more time 
enjoying your pool. The system converts salt 
(sodium chloride) into chlorine. The chlorine 
destroys bacteria and algae, and then 
converts back to salt to be used over 
and over again.

Put an end to red eyes, dry skin and an
overpowering chlorine smell. Your pool
will sparkle and feel great!

Have brilliant, crystal-clear water that
feels soft, smooth and silky.

Water balance made easy.

When your pump is on, the Zodiac Salt Water Chlorinator is at work. 
With fewer fluctuations in chlorine levels, pH levels are more stable.
As a result, the pool's water is much easier to balance.

Technology that is proven, dependable and reliable.

Zodiac is the global leader in salt water chlorinator manufacturing 
and has over 30 years of experience with this technology.

Zodiac  Salt Water Chlorinators 

arranty

Self Cleaning Cell
Every 5 hours the plates in the cell reverse
polarity in order to prevent calcium from
building up inside the cell.

Superchlorinate Feature
One touch of a button provides the
pool with an extra boost of chlorine
to compensate for extreme weather
or an increased number of bathers.

Clear Cell
You know its working because you can
see inside the cell and watch the
sanitizing action.

Simple Operation
With a Zodiac Salt Water Chlorinator 
you can 'set it and forget it'.

Easy Installation On Almost Any Pool
A Zodiac Salt Water Chlorinator only needs 
about 8 inches of space on the pipe after 
the pump, filter and any other equipment.

Hassle-Free W

is fully covered by a 3 year warranty. 

by a 2 year warranty.

The Zodiac LM2 Series Salt Water Chlorinator 

The Zodiac AG Model is fully covered
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